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belzebub1988 wrote:
What has the Church done against Satan?
is Satan a Reptilian, an Anunnaki, a Nordic alien?

The Catholic Church has lied incessantly against Father Satan. Father Satan has been the victim of endless slander, that the enemy did so willingly and in full awareness of what they were doing.

Even in their lies and slanderous verses, they call Father Satan "The Great Dragon". That is a very honorable title.

They slandered him because it was convenient to do so, to justify over this slander a never ending agenda of mass enslavement of human beings, by turning them against their creator.

Father Satan being called a "Dragon" is a very important word. The Dragon, is an Ancient Greek Word that means "Protector" and "Ever attentive watcher". Many of the Gods have been called "The Drakons" because they are protectors of mankind, who have an ever watchful gaze.

It was a very positive word, until Christianity started smearing it by calling Satan "The Great Dragon". In fact, the title "Great Dragon" is one of the most respectable titles one could give to Satan. "Demori", a word meaning divinity, was also a very honorable title in Ancient Greek language.

Popular culture has been obsessed with Dragons, which are mythical symbols of the protectors of spiritual and material wealth and knowledge, typically residing in Castles. The Castle is symbolic of the human soul, which holds inside it infinite riches. The Dragon is the guardian of Castles and Kingdoms, prohibiting human beings from engaging in endless blasphemous violation of supernal and spiritual laws.

In most myths however, it is the Dragon indeed that must be confronted in order to gain the Kingdom, and this Dragon has to do with actually taming and rising the Kundalini Serpent.

Father Satan and many of the Demons are what we humans refer to as "Nordic" in their form. Father Satan has been known as Ananta Sesha, Shiva, and every
different Gentile culture ascribed to Him different titles and names, all describing the same source being.

In modern alien theories, there have been false connections drawn between the "Reptilians" and "Dragons". These two things are entirely different.

The Reptilians are actually a race of beings that have nothing to do with "Dragons", as "Dragon" is only a title that could be put on any being. They are a race that does not serve any purpose to help humanity whatsoever, but rather to keep humanity from spiritually advancing.

Falsely, they have been called "Draconian", which is a wrong word to use about them, but commonly makes them conflated with "Dragons", which was a real Ancient Greek title for our real divinities. Some stupid UFOlogists decided to call them this way, but this is false. They are not "Draconian" or "Dragons" in anyway.

"Dragon" and "Reptilian" have nothing in common whatsoever, but I have clarified the meaning of Dragon which is commonly confused in modern UFOlogy with the term "Draconian", leading people to associate Dragons and "Reptilians". That is a falsehood.

Before all of the UFOlogy spree where people started stupidly ascribing wrong names to everything, the word Dragon and its meaning was existing for thousands of years.

Another naming spree that has been mindlessly used is the word Annunaki, which is basically a Babylonian word to describe the Anu-Naki or "Those who from heaven to earth came". The Annunaki was a word that has been used for basically anyone, including the Gods, or any heavenly sent being. It is a positive word that means "Descended Deity" or "Heavenly Deity".

The word also directly describes the Ancient Gods of Mesopotamia, who were indeed whom we now call Father Satan and the Gods. Enki was an "Anu-Naki" or "Descended from the heavens" who came to help and civilize humanity.

The Jewish rooted Christian Church, because the jews had a cultural warfare with tribes like the Egyptians, the Ancient Greeks, the Mesopotamian people, and basically all Gentiles, made up lies about all Gentile cultures in the form of endless slander. The Grand Head deities of all these cultures were slandered to no end, so as to make their own people hateful of them.
They managed to succeed after a long slandering campaign that is short lived for a few centuries, by brutal murder and intimidation towards anyone who did not believe in the jewish telltale stories.

Now humanity is finally coming to discover its past again and their lies are fading, ultimately with humans moving again towards their Gods and spiritual development once again, like they always were doing in the past.
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